**BIOGRAPHICAL SOURCES**

A to Z of American women business leaders and entrepreneurs
A to Z of American women in sports
A to Z of American women in the performing arts
A to Z of American women in the visual arts
A to Z of American women leaders and activists
A to Z of women in world history
African American women: a biographical dictionary
American women in science: a biographical dictionary
American women songwriters: a biographical dictionary
Biographical dictionary of ancient Greek and Roman women: notable women from Sappho to Helena
Biographical dictionary of congressional women
Biographical dictionary of English women writers, 1580-1720
Biographical dictionary of women healers: midwives, nurses, and physicians
Chambers biographical dictionary of women
Continuum dictionary of women's biography
Contemporary American women poets: an A-to-Z guide
Contemporary Chicana and Chicano art: artists, works, culture, and education
Dictionary of women artists
Dictionary of women artists in Australia
Dictionary of women artists: an international dictionary of women artists born before 1900
European immigrant women in the United States: a biographical dictionary
The first American women architects
From convent to concert hall: a guide to women composers
Historical dictionary of women in Sub-Saharan Africa
Historical dictionary of women in the Middle East and North Africa
Lesser-known women: a biographical dictionary
Modern British women writers: an A-to-Z guide
Native American women: a biographical dictionary
Norton/Grove dictionary of women composers
Notable American women: a biographical dictionary completing the twentieth century
Notable women in the American theatre: a biographical dictionary
Notable women in the life sciences: a biographical dictionary
Who's who of American women
Women of classical mythology: a biographical dictionary
Women in communication: a biographical sourcebook
Women composers and songwriters: a concise biographical dictionary
Women in espionage: a biographical dictionary
Women in world history: a biographical encyclopedia
Women patriots of the American Revolution: a biographical dictionary
Women under the third reich: a biographical dictionary
Women vaudeville stars: eighty biographical profiles